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A:BS'ERACl; 

·The object of this paper is.to in.itiate a systematic study of a new 

class of polybomials .whi!Sh j~nifies ... C; -·~~.· ·'Y~ll !;ls procyid~s C(fl!P 
sions of) several known sysstems ot:•polynomiaJs which are embraced by th~L~.'.....c, 

generalized Humbert polynomials of H. W; Go\l~Cl L~l EUl~ ;tb~ J;~~.~11-f g~~~~, 

raJization.of Laguerre, Jacobi, Hermite, and other J!.Qlynomials that 

introduced into analysis by R. Panda [5}'{§ee ~180 {lj, ~MJ andf7H. 
. ' . hm'c'l;.f. '· " 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, having been motivated by the earlier works of Rainville 

[7, p. 137, Theorem 48], Chandel. ([l], [2J) and Jain [4], Rekha Panda [5] 

introduced an elegant generalization of several known polynomial systems 

belonging to (o,r providin,g extensions of) t.pe families of the classical Jacobi 

Hermite and Laguerre polynomials poyno,miaJs by means of the generating 

relation 

(1.1) (l -t)-C c_ c~. r] 
,• (l"""""".0 

00 

,L; gen (x, r, s) t", 
n='O 
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where 
00 

( 1.2) G [z] = E Yn Zn , i'o ?60, . ~ . . 

n=O 

A comparison of ( 1.1) with t.he generating function [-3, p. 697] 

w 

(l.3) (C-t:ixt+ ytm)p ~ L P0 (m:X, y, p, C) t" 
n=O .. 

for the generalized Humbert polynomials of Gould f31 suggests that it would 
be interesting and worthwhile . to study a new class of polynomials 
{ f'

0 
(x,y, r, m) / n=O, I, 2, ... } d'efiiie.d by the generating relation 

; CXJ 

(l'.'4) (I+ytrnrc G [ (l+;~my J = J: fnc_(x, y, r, m) tn -~ 
;in=O 

·where, as in (1.l}anQ (1.2), 

.00 

(1.4) G [z] ..,;,, E jri Zn., 

n=O 

m ~ 1 is an integer a.od other parameters arc unrestricted in general. 

From (l.4) and (1.5) it is easy to deduce that fna (x,y, r, m) is a 
a polynomial of degree n in x with its explicit representation as 

[n/m](-c-nr+mrk ) 
(1 6) fnc (x,y, r, m) = .I; . ;k 'Ya-mk xn-mk 

k=O k 

On choosing "In appropriately and restricting r to integral values, the right 
member of (1.6) may also he put in hypergeornetric form. 

It is obvious that wheny = -1, and m=l, (1·4) would correspond 

to the special case s=l of (Ll), whereas on taking Y0 = ( -m ) 0 (~), c =-P 
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and r = l, ( 1.4) would tranaform, into (h.3) W!ith C= 1. Thus the cfass of 
polynomials {f~~ (x?.!1.• r, m) / n-0, I, 2, 1.a: defin:ed: by1 ('~L,4) :and (;:i.5!) 
provides an interesting i.mificatioll' as WeH.as generalization ofthe various 
polynomials included gn c (x, r, 1) and the generalized Humbert polynomial·· 
Pn (m, x,y, p, I) which ir:S:elf is a generalization of several kno:Wn,pplypo
miais' inGltitliirg those'of :Cege-rrdre, Gegenoauer; Hiimoe~t, T6hebycheff, 
Princherle, and many otliern For the different conditions on the parameters 
of fn o (x, y, r, m) uud.er· w·hiob :it; reduces to the>. p'aiynottll~}s>'Iiientiottf!H 
above and many others, e. g,, the polynomials .of Sister Ceitne,)apobi, Rice 
reference m~y bcfm:acle'to [3]; [4Jand'[5T. · 

J,tein•go.cm·ottwtetl. l?y·the .. observatiq:ns,mentioned in the.:ab<Sve I?lilra'! 
graphsi w~ initiate with tlfis··paper a· systematic study of ihe pdl~nomials 
fnG (x,y, r, m). In Section 2'of this paper we dtrive a gerieratfog rilnction 

for·' f~c+ari' (x;.y;·r, m) af!d'diS-c·us:s- mr various particular cas~·s a'n'd~'tlieit 
application'S·' rir the ;derivatfons of' s6me expansion formul!fe. Se-ct:ion13 
incorporates a number of recurrence relations for fnc (x,y, r, m); In"S:eetlorl: 
4 we give some additional results for the particular ca~ yn;-=1/n l pf 
f

0 
c (x,y, r,;f11). which h:as 'been denoted·by•;Iln~ (x-,y;<r, m)'. 

In what follows, . for the sa!<e of brevity, .we .shall a~Breviate 
j

0
c (x,y, r, m) :l;>y fu c (x}'and" f'cn (~. y, r; mrtN'.f~0"(~)".'un1e'ss tlie~> 1s~afiy 

ambiguity regardingt9~ber par~mete~s. · 

2. J,~~nerati~qtt!'if~ti9n·t~~}ncf1fln: (ic) 
. , ' ' 

The generating function tbanve propose td ·deriv:edn···th.is· sectfon..iis -

00 
"\' .c+an (l+ywm)l-·c [ xw J 

(2.1) L...i Jn (x) t" = I +y(l +um)wm G (1 + ywrn)' ' 
n=O 

where 

(2.2) w = t (1 +Y wmf<T, W (0) = 0, 

a is an arbitrary complex number and Y n• the coefficient of;,," in the power 

series for G [ <:], is independent of c. 

To prove (2.1 ), we start with the function 
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. I , 
· , · · [n/m](:~c-m'+lnrk ')' ; .·. 

(2.S) F (An,Y• r; m, c}.:..:.. z. · .. ' '' ' · ' :. jk An-'mk 
. k=O ·.· k .. · . 

00 ' 

'where {An}, is' an arbitrary sequence s,uch, that· _L; I An I < oq, m ;> 1.is an_ 

n=O 
,f,ntegei; ~nd .o.ther parameters are unrestricted in general: 

'. 
For arb!trary complex valud of<r, it is easy to see that 

00 00 00 
. . . . (-c-un-rn-umk ) 

(2;4) ,Z F(An, y, r, m~ c+un) tn ~ L; A0 tn L; k ( ytm)k. 

n=O n=O k=O 

On summing the inner s.eries on the right hand side of (2.4) with the, help 
of th~ following consequence (1f Lagrange's expansion formula (6, p. 302, 

Problem 216]: · 

£ ·( •:h•) .~ = (I+•J•+• c 1-"'(h~1i» r •, 
n=O 

(2.5) 

w~ ge~ after a little simplification the ,.general formul~ 

00 

(2.6) ~. F(A8 , y, r, m, c+un) t" = 

n=O 
where w'is given by (2.2). 

In (2.6) if we take An = Yn ,.n and then make us~ of (I 6) and ( 1.5) 
we are immediately Jed to the generating function (2 1 ). 

Alternatively, we may start with the following consequence of the 

generating function ( 1.4) 

[n/m] 
+nc (x)= ~ (c-bhk!(-y)k jb ( ) 

Jl ~ n-mk X' (2.7) 
k=O 

and then arrive at (2.1) by using the method illustrated by Singhai [8]. 
Yet another method of proving (2.1) would run parallel to that of Rekha 
Srivastava [9] which she employed for deriving a corresponding generating 
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function for {+ 11n (x, r, s ) wherein 'by putting s=J·we shall get the"case 
m= I, y_:_ -1 of om result (2.1). · .. 

For u=O, (2'1) evidently reduces to (1.4), whereas the substit~tfon 
CT= -1 /m transforms it to · 

(X) • 

(2.8) L f ~-n/m {x) tn = ( 1-ytm )c-l G [ xt (1-ytm{-l/m]. 

n=O 

On the other han~ by putting a= '-2/m we shall get 

(2.9) 

(X) 

n=O 

f c-2n/m (x) tn 
n 

=(l-4ytmf 2 1+'V
2
1-4ytm G X t . · + y ;-4ytm i( , / -· ')c [ ( 1 .r - )r:-.2/m .] ... 

Various other Particular case3 of (2.1) can be given by·particula· 
rizing fn c (x) and assigning different values to CT. 

Finally, it is to be mentioned here that the particular case (2.8) of. 
(2 .1 ), when expressed in the form 

00 .' 

(2.10) 

yields the expansion formula 

[n/m] 

(2 11) f ~-n/m (x) = L 
k=O 

= ( 1-y 1m )c-l G [ xt ( 1_.:y tm{-l/m], 

(b-c)k 
k! 

yk f b+k-n/m(x), 
n-mk 

which is analogous to the similar consequence of ( 1.4) given by equation 

(2. 7) above. 

3. Recurrence Relations 

If we denote the left memlJer of (1.4) by U (.:t', t), then it is readily 
s et ri that U (x, t) satisfies the differential equation 
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function for gc+l]n (x, r, s) wherein 'by putti~g s~;Lwe shall get the 'case 
m= l, y= - l of ~ur result (2.1). ;. . · 

For cr=O, (2·1) evidently reduces to (1.4), whereas the substittition 
u = - l /m transforms it to · · 

00 

(2.8) L f ~-n/m (x) t" = ( 1-ytm )c-l G [ xt {i-ytm)r-l/m], 

n=O 

On the other haad by putting a= -2/m weshall get 

00 

(2.9) 

n=O 

~(1-4ytm)-!( I+ v;-=4Yt" )'a [ x t (1 +v'~ y-2
/m J 

Various other Particular cases of (2.1) can be given by-particula
rizing fn c (x) and assigning different values to u. 

Finally, it is to be mentioned here that the particular case (2.8) of 
(2.1), when expressed in the form 

(2.10) 

yields the expansion formula 

[n/m] 

(2 11) f ~-n/m (x) = ~ 
k=O 

= ( 1-y em )c-l G [ xt ( 1_.:y em)'-l/m], 

(b-C)k 

k ! 
yk f b+k-n/m(x), 

n-mk 

which is analogous to the similar consequence of ( 1.4) given by equation 

(2. 7) above. 

3. Recurrence Relations 

If we denote the left memuer of ( l.4) by U (.~, t), then it is readily 
s et n that U (x, t) satisfies the differential equation 
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(4.4) 

(4.5) 

= 

(4.7) rb1+ .. +bk+l-k-nf1'fl(x1+· .. +xJ.. 
n 

rn/m]-1 
~ ""-' (.). ( .)'k' L: r k ~!c-Y 

k=O 
c 

I'n-·mk;-m (x), n~m. 

Lastly, we give the mixed generating function 

00 

(4·9). L: rc+an (x+nz, y, r, m) t0 

n 
n=O 

v-c exp (xu/vr) 
=~~~~~~---=---"---'---'-~~~~~~ 

l-u[-amyum-i v- 1 +zv-r { l-mryumv-1}] ' 

where u and v are given by 
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(4.10) 

Our form1.1Ia (4.9) is analogous to the mixed generating function for 
gc.n (x, r, s) given earlier by Rekha Srivastava [9]. The proof of (4.9) would~ 
also run parallel to the proof given in [9]; we, therefore, omit the details. 
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